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New on iTunes: The Beatles Box Set. Stories by Ray Bradbury, Alastair Reid, and Charles De Lint. And much more. Three new
collections from Audible. We'll have reviews of the worst books of 2011, plus everything else. Across the Angles: The Art of

Living Well. The Science of a Happy Life. Three new translations from the King James Version. A documentary on the ongoing
existence of England's most iconic brewery. A fight to defend a garden. A look into the time before time. Sign Up for Literary
Manuscripts e-newsletter. A diary of human experiences. A first look at the newly remastered Mad Men era. A window into the
life of a college student, told by a college student. The evolution of language in the Stone Age. Sign Up for Literary Manuscripts
e-newsletter. Traveling a "back-road" in time and space, following a car journey across China's great north, from Lake Baikal to
the Mongolian border. A look into the first-hand memories of a young Vietnam veteran. A journey through the vastness of the
American West as told through the writings and paintings of Mark Twain. California's Monterey Bay. The history of espresso-
making. Teaching a dog to read. Since the Oscar nominations came out, the field of nonfiction has exploded with books about
the upcoming Academy Awards. Here are 25 You Shouldn't Miss. Ok, I know that the title is misleading. I'm not talking about
the way that the movies are going to break down into categories. I'm talking about the idea that this year's nominees are kind of
the best of the best, with a bunch of films that should be on everyone's list of must-see movies this year. I've prepared a master
list of them all, one that will hopefully guide you through all this year's high-quality movies, without taking yourself crazy! So,
let's get started. I wanted this to be a quick list, since I'm sure you're busy, so I'm only going to go over ten nominees. But I will
try to be thorough. Following the success of the Sinner, Cole has continued to write screenplays, including Pale Blue Moon and

Twice Born. Cole, along with the lead actress, Rachel McAdams, are expected to be nominated for this year's Oscar
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